Negative signalling via the P58/NKR for HLA.C alleles.
Recent studies have demonstrated that the interaction between HLA class I alleles and specific NK receptors results in negative signals which inhibit NK-mediated cytotoxicity. Such NK receptors have been identified by GL183 and EB6 mAbs which recognize distinct members of a molecular family involved in the recognition of two groups of HLA.C alleles. Now we describe a new allospecific NK group (group 0) which recognize all HLA.C alleles and we demonstrate that, on these clones, the p58 molecules EB6 and GL183 act independently to recognize Cw4 (and related alleles) and Cw3 (and related alleles) respectively. Finally we investigate whether the inhibitory signal mediated by the NK-receptor for HLA.C induce a temporary turn off on the cytolytic activity.